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What is your favourite thing about
teaching cello?

It's a great instrument for beginners
because they can produce quite a good
sound bowing the open strings within a
few lessons. Then to see the progress
from here to playing melodies is a
lovely thing for me to be a part of. But
what I really love is when a student's
passion for the instrument and the
music grow through our lessons. I
know then that regardless of whether
they stick with me or with the
instrument, music will be with them for
the rest of their lives and this is
ultimately what is most important.

What's a memorable experience
you've had while teaching?

When I was just beginning to take on
students, my teacher asked me to stay
on after a lesson and teach his next
student. It was sudden and a bit
terrifying, I second guessed myself the
whole time and with every comment I
made to the student I glanced at my
teacher hoping for a look of approval.
The student didn't learn much that day
but as humbling an experience as it
was for me, I'll never forget it because
of what I took away. My communication
needed work and attention, but I
learned that sometimes we have to
throw the book away and just go with
it...it's important to be adaptive and
show confidence in these situations.

What is your proudest musical
moment?

One of the things I love about being a
musician and performer is to have the
opportunity to play at really magical
venues. My first solo classical
performance was at the Pepper
Canister church in Dublin. I was proud
of that because I love the space and
my parents were in the audience. I was
delighted that they finally heard the
piece in context having mostly listened
to me fighting away with the tricky parts
at home. Another very proud moment

was last summer when I played in the
Drawing Room at Ardgillan Castle with
Cevino trio. I love playing venues close
to where I grew up, I fantasised about
it when I was younger! I've spent many
hours wandering Ardgillan throughout
my life so this gig was very significant
to me personally.

What was the biggest lesson you
learned from a music teacher?

To commit. To be mentally focused and
physically engaged and active,
whether working on something new at
home, performing live or recording.
Learning and refining this is an ongoing
process but a very important one. It's
difficult to put all distractions out of our
heads, but we need that mental space
to play and express ourselves. It's a
form of meditation and feels wonderful
when it's in full flow. I've heard some
teachers say that every time we play
the instrument, we should treat it as if it
could be the last.

Currently I’m listening to:

I'm listening to Brahms's String
Quintets and Sextets. I watched a
masterclass recently where a student
played a clarinet concerto by Brahms
and this put me back on his trail. I know
the Symphonies fairly well so it's time
to explore more of his work. A friend
put me on to Lankum recently and
they're magic, such an incredible live
act.

What I’m practicing at the moment:

Bach's suite for cello #3, the Prelude.
I'm working towards playing the full
suite which will take a bit of time but it's
a journey I'm very happy to be on. I had
started on Beethoven's Sonata 3 for
Cello and Piano before lockdown so I'll
have to dust that off again.

R ob Campbell
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Sounds Good!
Balbriggan & Malahide

Since 2009, we have been run‐
ning our Sounds Good! Music
camps and we’ve loved every
minute of it.

We want to let you know about
3 fantastic Summer music
camps that we're running in
July and August, in the Irish
Institute of Music & Song in
Balbriggan and in
the Malahide Rugby Club for
all kids ages 7 - 12.

No previous musical
experience required!

The kids will get to try out
various instruments, including
percussion, ukulele, piano,
guitar and drums. There will be
plenty of singing and loads of
musical games! It's always an
amazingly fun week!

The deposit for the camp is
€35 / Or the full camp fee for 1
student is €99. We also offer
great discounts for siblings!

Sign up for the camp HERE!

Alessia absolutely loved the camp! Would definitely
recommend."

"Thank you for organising a brilliant camp! Kaifina
had a great time and learned a lot in such a short
time!"

"Michael and Zach have been singing the songs
non-stop at home. Very happy kiddies!"

https://www.soundsgood.ie
https://www.soundsgood.ie


So, you’ve got a key, you’ve got a ham-
mer, you’ve got a string. You press the
key, the hammer swings, it hits the string,
and it sounds like… *thunk*.

Why didn’t we hear a note? Because of
another important part of the instrument:
the dampers, which are soft pads that
rest on top of each string. When the
damper is in place, the string can’t make
a sound. So the keys have to do two
things at once: pressing a key causes
the damper to lift off the note, so that
when the hammer strikes, the string can
vibrate freely. Then releasing the key
causes the damper to fall back onto the
note, silencing it. This is how pianists
control how long or short a note is going
to be.

You can imagine that it's similar to a
harpist playing their instrument. If you
want to make a sound, you need to take
your hands off the harp strings (damper)
and then you can pluck and create a
sound with your hands (“hammer”). To
stop the sound you put your hands back
on the harp strings, which stops the vi-
bration and sound (damper).

So, let’s turn back to our imaginary pi-
ano. Now we have keys, strings, and
dampers. We start to play the keys, and
we hear… some quiet, metallic, plinky
noises. Something’s not right yet.

Let’s have a closer look at a grand
piano:

A plucked string vibrates, creating invisi-
ble waves that ripple through the air, just
like the surface of a pond does if you
throw a rock into it. By itself though, a pi-
ano string will make a quiet and not ex-
actly beautiful sound. To make the
sounds louder and richer, we have a
large piece of wood mounted under-
neath them, called the soundboard.
When the strings vibrate, the sound-
board also vibrates in sympathy (reso-
nance), just as a wine glass vibrates
when a soprano sings a high note
nearby. This resonance makes the
strings sound louder, and also more

One of my absolute favourite piano per-
formances of all time is Vladimir
Horowitz’s Schubert Impromptu Nr 3.
I would recommend that you watch it.
Click here for the Youtube link.

It’s absolutely fascinating how little he
moves his hands and what beautiful,
colourful sounds he creates, almost out
of this world. What you see and what you
hear are almost two different things. You

wonder how it is possible to make a pi-
ano sound like that with such soft
touch, great range of emotion and dy-
namics, yet with such stillness and sim-

Click to view the video.

plicity in his performance. It
shows you what a world
class pianist can create with
as little as his hands and the
various mechanisms of one
of the most sophisticated in-
struments ever invented:
the grand piano.

To be able to play any in-
strument, and play it well,
not only do we need to prac-
tice, we need to understand
how the instrument works.

One of the questions I get
asked again and again in
my piano lessons is, “What

do the pedals do?” and “How does the
piano work?”

So I’d like to explore those two questions
today.

A piano sounds quite unlike any other in-
strument and, if you heard it on a record-
ing (and you’d have never seen one),
you'd probably never guess how it was
producing its sounds. A piano is difficult
to categorise: you could say it's a string
instrument, because the sounds are
made using strings inside the piano, but
you could also say it’s a percussion in-
strument because the strings make
sounds when something hits them.
So...what actually happens when you
press the key of a piano?

The action seems straightforward
enough: press down a key and a note
comes out. But we’re only seeing a small
part of it. The black and white keys are
like fingers, with each finger being the
end of a long wooden arm that reaches
into the piano. Each key is a lever, at-
tached to a hammer which hits the string.

rounded and beautiful.

The lid helps the audience too: sound
waves from the strings and the sound-
board travel straight up, bounce off the
lid, and reflect out toward the audience.
That's why it's always better to sit on the
right of the pianist and why concert hall
seats to the left of (and behind) the pi-
anist are generally much cheaper.
(Here’s a tip for booking your tickets for
your next trip to the National Concert
Hall!)

This brings us to the second question
“What do the pedals do?" The simple
answer is they change the sound of the
piano, but they each work in different
ways.

The pedal on the left is called the soft
pedal. Most of the strings inside a piano
are doubled or tripled to add more vol-
ume. However, if you press the soft
pedal down, the hammers that play the
notes shift slightly to one side so they
contact fewer strings—making a quieter
note. The pedal on the right is called the
sustaining pedal. Pressing it down lifts
all the dampers up in the air and holds
them there, so all the strings keep vibrat-
ing for longer. Some pianos have a third
pedal in the middle, which can have one
of two functions. On an upright piano, it’s
a practice pedal. It lowers a sheet of felt
between the hammers and the strings,
muffling the sound and allowing you to
practice without annoying your neigh-
bours. On a grand piano, it’s a
sostenuto pedal. It’s similar to the sus-
taining pedal, but instead of lifting all the
dampers, it only lifts the dampers of the
notes you were playing when you
pressed it.

In case this all sounds a bit complicated,
and you're more of a visual learner like
myself, don’t worry, here’s an excellent
video that explains all of it in detail, gives
you a chance to have a look into the
piano and see all the different
mechanisms in action!

How does the grand
piano work VIDEO link.

How does the piano work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxhbAGwEYGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxhbAGwEYGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDvS2V7HbnY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDvS2V7HbnY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxhbAGwEYGQ


Sunday 21st June was World Music Day. This is an annual event celebrating the joy
of music throughout the world, bringing people together from every genres, style and
tradition of music - no matter the nation, no matter the language.

“Music is a universal language, which has the power to connect us, no matter
who or where we are”. - Sarah May Rogers

This year, however, World Music Day will be celebrated in a different way. We will not
be able to gather together to make music in a shared physical space, so musicians
and music students around the globe are taking to various online platforms.

“Music is a language unto itself. As such, it has an immense power to connect
humanity beyond cultural or political borders. It is the ultimate unifying force
and every musician is an ambassador”. - Dónal Kearney

We have seen over the last three months how the power of music has helped to lift
our spirit when needed most, and how much we need music and the arts in our life to
help us get through distressing times. This is indisputable and we must remind
ourselves just how important music is.

“The most important things in life are food, healthcare, and art”. - Michael T.
Dawson

Music helps us in various parts of our life; it helps us to dance at parties and it helps
us to mourn our loved ones. Music enhances our spiritual experiences and the
nostalgia of music transports us through time.

We marked World Music day by celebrating our students' talents and shared our final
end-of-term recital video! Check it out below.

Click on the picture here for video link to the recital:

& Faculty News
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12th 19th 26rd June
Virtual Recitals
We want to say a huge
thanks and congratulations
to all of our students who
participated in our online
recitals this term! We are
immensely proud to see you
work so hard and it
absolutely paid off. Well
done to you all!

Trú - Sadly the
Blackbird Calls
Dónal's group TRÚ
released a new track this
month. ll proceeds will go
towards the Movement of
Asylum Seekers Ireland
(MASI). The text is a
12th Century Irish poem
"Cumhthach Labhras an
Lonsa" (Sadly, the
Blackbird Calls), while
the melody is original.

Listen here!

93 Acres
Chord Progressions
93 Acres Hugh looks into
the most popular chord
progressions on the
radio and the charts.
Questions we will answer
in this video are - what is

the four chord trick? How
to write chord
progressions? What are
chord progressions?
Examples of Chords.
Examples of chord
progressions. The most
popular chord
progressions.
The most used chord
progressions. The best
chord progressions. The
best sounding chord
progressions and what
chord progressions
should you use when
making music.

Watch here!

CMC Series
Michelle O’Rourke
The third event in CMC's
(Contemporary Music
Centre Ireland) online
Salon series features
singer Michelle O'Rourke
performing works by
Anna Murray, Andrew
Hamilton and Garrett
Sholdice.

Watch here!

Conducting 101
Last Wednesday the
Introduction to Choral
Conducting Course with
Michael T. Dawson
launched with a full class
made up of primary
school teachers,
musicians, singers and
aspiring conductors.

World Music Day

https://www.facebook.com/fingalacademyofmusic/videos/1170321266693918/
https://www.facebook.com/fingalacademyofmusic/videos/1170321266693918/
https://truband3.bandcamp.com/album/liminal-ep 
https://truband3.bandcamp.com/track/sadly-the-blackbird-calls-2
https://truband3.bandcamp.com/album/liminal-ep 
https://truband3.bandcamp.com/album/liminal-ep 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=BtZ580TBePk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyQQHcVwGaE&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0O-0sFjmql9BNpxxucGSD3eMxNw1qcwS3aX8lgdXMyIsj_5nktjFmJr1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYFfkikhIIA
https://www.facebook.com/fingalacademyofmusic/videos/1170321266693918/
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Print your own Sheet at this link.
Send your answers to lea@fingalacademyofmusic.com
Source: www.makingmusicfun.net

Musical Sudoku
Fill in the blank spaces with the available musical symbols so that
each row, column, and 3x3 box contains all 9 symbols.

https://5f37a68e-addf-44ab-b6dd-ff8dba7488ce.filesusr.com/ugd/379dcb_15adeaa2d457459d8f029815be44257e.pdf

